MAHALAUDA

EXISTING LAND USE PLAN FOR CONTROLLED AREA OF MAHALAUDA UNDER SUB-SECTION(3) OF SECTION-4 OF PUNJAB SCHEDULED ROADS & CONTROLLED AREAS.

RESTRICTION OF UNREGULATED DEVELOPMENT ACT, 1963 (PUNJAB ACT 47 OF 1963)

LEGEND:
DISTRICT BOUNDARY
CONTROLLED AREA BOUNDARY II MANPAT
VILLAGE BOUNDARY
VILLAGE ABADI/HEAD-BAST NO.
ROADS
RAILWAY LINE
DISTRIBUTORY/DRAIN/MINOR
MAHALAUDA CONTROLLED AREA BOUNDARY
RECTANGLE NO.
EXISTING STRUCTURE

NOTE:
The detail of structures is in the field book/survey book.

DRAWING NO. D.T.P.(PN)404/10 DATED 30-12-10
DRAWN BY:  [Signature]
CHECKED BY:  [Signature]
SURVEYED BY:  [Signature]
PLANNING ASSISTANT:  [Signature]
ASSISTANT TOWN PLANNER:  [Signature]
DISTRICT TOWN PLANNER:  [Signature]

SENIOR TOWN PLANNER
CHIEF CO-ORDINATOR PLANNER

DIRECTOR,
TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING
HARYANA, CHANDIGARH

DEPTT. OF TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING, HARYANA